The traditional methods of analyzing consumption structure have many limitations, and data acquisition is difficult, so it is hard to scientifically verify the accuracy of algorithms. With the development of Internet economy, many scientific researchers focus on mining knowledge of consumer behavior using big data analysis technology. Because consumption decisions are influenced by not only personal characteristics but also social trends and environment, it is one-sided to analyze the impact of one single factor on the phenomenon of consumption. The authors of this paper combine the consumption structure analysis method and data processing technology using data from an e-commerce platform to extract the consumption structure of cities, compare the structural differences between different periods, and then discover consumption upgrading according to swarm intelligence. The experiments prove the efficacy of the algorithm proposed in this paper compared to other similar algorithms using several different datasets, which illustrates the algorithm's efficacy and stable performance in consumption structure analysis.
Introduction
With the continuous expansion of consumption scale, consumers' personalized demands are becoming increasingly obvious. Consumer behaviors, such as purchasing decisions, are influenced by not only personal characteristics but also interpersonal relationships, social environments, network culture, and so on. Therefore, the analysis of consumption just from the individual perspective is one-sided and unscientific.
At present, most research on consumption upgrading is carried out from the macroperspective and is realized based on national statistical yearbook data. The analysis of consumption upgrading from a macroperspective is relatively simple. However, it is difficult to find individual consumption structures at the microlevel from the perspective of consumers. From the perspective of management and economics, consumption upgrading is difficult to measure, and there is no strict boundary with which to distinguish between consumption upgrading and nonupgrading, and relevant experimental data is also difficult to obtain. The authors of this paper can fully quantify the judgment process of consumption upgrading, propose a set of evaluation criteria, and use big data with comprehensive coverage of user features for mining. Therefore, the algorithm proposed in this paper is scientific and accurate. This paper combines the consumption structure analysis method and data processing technology to extract collective wisdom to construct an economic map that describes urban economic hotspots. The algorithm involves studying consumer consumption structures to realize consumption upgrading mechanism research and building a consumption upgrading model to analyze whether consumption upgrading occurred. The results obtained from the multiangle and multidimensional research will be comprehensive and reasonable.
Related Work
The research on consumption function theory is mainly focused on Persistent Income Theory (PIH) and Life Cycle Theory (LCH). The only difference between PIH and LCH is 2 Complexity that the former usually uses an indefinite limitation while the latter uses a definite limitation, so they are generally called LC-PIH when combined. Many researchers [1] [2] [3] [4] use LC-PIH to study the consumption problems of Western residents, but their conclusions are inconsistent.
With the development of the Internet economy, an increasing number of researchers focus on the impact of Internet technology. Electronic commerce (e-commerce) is any type of business or commercial transaction that involves information transfer across the Internet [5] . A user's behaviors on a website can reflect their interests and purchase intentions. Therefore, consumption structure can be analyzed by studying the data of e-commerce platforms, which is difficult to realize using to traditional research methods.
When analyzing the characteristics of a network, the distribution of user activity is investigated and a network of bidders that is connected by common interest in individual articles is constructed [6, 7] . The network's cluster structure corresponds with the main user groups according to common interests, exhibiting hierarchy and overlap.
Regarding the characteristics of uses, Curme [5] , Chattopadhyay [8] , and Guo [9] analyze user behaviors from the perspective of complex systems and extract implicit semantic information from large-scale semistructured data. Glass [10] , Singh [11] , and Aviano [12] find personal characteristics through the feature extraction of original website data, mine important features of users using to feature selection methods, and finally extract a user profile model. Kim [13] , Ouaftouh [14] , and Diao [15] classify customers into different groups according to their similarities that are calculated through demographic features and psychological features or features such as customer value, customer consumption, and lifetime value.
Classification of Consumption Data
The rapid development of social networking resulted in the explosive growth of data that contains large amounts of high-quality information, such as information about user interests and interpersonal relationships. Therefore, social data processing and knowledge mining are intricate and indispensable. Consumption data contains much redundant or nonrepresentative data. We adopt the matrix analysis method to quickly classify consumption data into negative data, positive data, insufficient evidence data, and disputed data.
Definition (negative data). The normalized value of negative comment times is greater than 0, and the normalized value of positive comment times is less than 0.
Definition (positive data). The normalized value of positive comment times is greater than 0, and the normalized value of negative comment times is less than 0.
Definition (insufficient data). The number of positive and negative comments is relatively small, so there is no authoritative data based on which to measure the nature of the data.
Definition (controversial data). The number of positive and negative comments is relatively large, so there is no way to find absolute, salient features based on which to measure the nature of the data.
Because socialized data can reflect the characteristics and interpersonal relationship information about real society, the knowledge of regional and overall consumption structure (the coverage of analysis results are determined by data capture granularity) can be acquired by analyzing the data of <user, comment> that is gathered from websites. After word segmentation and semantic analysis, we can obtain the <consumption object, comment times, positive times, negative times> data. Due to large differences in the evaluation data about different consumption objects, we use standardized data to control data to within a range to measure the popularity of different consumption objects. The formula for data normalization is shown as follows:
( , ) is the calculated result after standardization. Its mean value is 0, the variance is 1, and it is dimensionless. ( , ) can be mapped to a two-dimensional coordinate interval [-1, +1]. The standardized variable value fluctuates around 0. A value greater than 0 indicates that ( , ) is higher than the average level, and a value less than 0 indicates that ( , ) is lower than the average level.
The authors of this paper use nodes to describe consumption objects. Therefore, the locations of nodes in the matrix can describe status of consumption objects. In the consumption matrix, X and Y coordinates, respectively, represent the standardized data of positive data and negative data. In the four interval matrixes, the consumption data is divided into four categories.
The consumption matrix is divided into four regions, as shown in Figure 1 .
It can be seen from Figure 1 that the X-coordinate value of the node in the negative partition is less than 0 and the Y-coordinate value is greater than 0, which indicates that the nodes in the negative partition have more negative data than the average. The nodes in the positive partition are just the opposite. The other two types of nodes are controversial and insufficient nodes. Among them, the controversial node has much positive and negative information. The insufficient node has little positive and negative information. Neither of these two types of nodes can be classified into one specific partition. To reduce the impact of invalid or redundant data on the accuracy of the analysis, the authors of this paper only focus on the nodes in positive and negative areas. In addition, by manually analyzing the nodes in positive and negative regions, it is found that the data about these nodes is authoritative and clean. It is enough to describe the information about consumption structure of users and sufficient for the subsequent experiments.
Analysis of Consumption Coefficient
By analyzing the data obtained in the above process, the matrix ITEM( , y) is constructed from positive and negative data. Each node in the matrix describes the situation of the positive and negative comments about a consumption object. By comparing the consumption matrixes from different periods, the consumption trends, changes to the structure, and consumption upgrading can be judged and identified.
With the continuous expansion of consumption scale, consumers' personalized demands are becoming increasingly obvious. Consumer behavior, such as purchase decisions, is affected by multiple factors, so consumption hotspots and structures often change. This change may be strong or weak; of course significant changes in structures are relatively easy to detect, but weak changes are difficult to capture. Therefore, to identify changes in consumption structures, it is necessary to calculate the proportions of different consumption objects in the total consumption field and discover changes of consumption structure in time by analyzing changes in proportion. In this paper, we calculate the consumption coefficient of each consumption object, measure the proportion of different consumption objects in the total consumption field, and then identify changes and trends in the consumption structures of users.
The formula for calculating the consumption coefficient is as follows:
coeff is the consumption coefficient of consumption object q. heat(q) represents the heat of the consumption object q. heat(all) represents the heat of all consumption objects. It can be seen from the formula that the consumption coefficient is the proportion of a certain consumption object in the total consumption objects. The consumption coefficient is added to the matrix ITEM( , y) as an additional parameter, so the expression of the matrix becomes ITEM( , y, coeff ). Therefore, the structural characteristics of consumption can be described from three dimensions. By analyzing ITEM( , y, coeff ), the implied information about consumption structure, consumption trend, and consumption upgrading can be obtained. The detailed analysis process is described in the next section.
Discovery of Individual Consumption Upgrading
To compare the consumption data from different periods, the differing degrees of the matrixes that describe the consumption structures in different periods need to be calculated. If the difference degree exceeds a certain threshold value, then the consumption upgrading phenomenon is considered as happening. Here, the consumption matrix at moment n is denoted as ITEM n and the consumption matrix at moment n+1 is denoted as ITEM n+1 . By comparing ITEM n and ITEM n+1 , the differences of different consumption matrixes can be calculated and structural changes can be detected. The formula for calculating degree of difference is as follows:
According to the formula, the coefficient COR is obtained by dividing the covariance by the standard deviation of two variables. The covariance can reflect the correlation degree between two random variables. When the covariance is greater than 0, it means that the two variables are positively correlated, and when the covariance is less than 0, it means that the two variables are negatively correlated. Note that the coefficient is meaningful when both variables are not zero, and the range of the coefficient is [-1, 1]. When COR is 1, ITEM n and ITEM n+1 are completely positively correlated. When COR is -1, ITEM n and ITEM n+1 are completely negatively correlated. The greater the absolute value of COR is, the stronger the correlation degree between ITEM n and ITEM n+1 is. The closer the coefficient COR is to 0, the weaker the correlation degree between ITEM n and ITEM n+1 is.
Through the above methods, we can build consumption matrixes for different periods and judge the differences in consumption structure in between periods by calculating the coefficient, COR. When COR approaches 1 or -1, it means that the consumption structure significantly changed, so it can be considered that consumption upgrading occurred. As shown in Figure 2 , the closer the coefficient is 1 or -1, the greater the structural difference is, while a coefficient that is near 0 indicates that the consumption structure changed little and there is no upgrading.
Experiment
The datasets used throughout the experiments are Zachary's Karate Club(http://www-personal.umich.edu/∼mejn/netdata/), Dolphin's Associations(http://www-personal.umich.edu/ ∼mejn/netdata/), LesMiserables(http://wiki.gephi.org/index .php/Datasets), MovieLens(http://www.datatang.com/datares/detail.aspx?id=44295), and EP dataset(http://www.dianping.com/).
(1) The dataset of Zachary's Karate Club is a social network of friendships between 34 members, so edges in the graph describe the higher frequency of interactions between members.
(2) The dataset of Dolphin's Associations is an undirected social network of frequent associations between 62 dolphins, which has 62 nodes and 159 edges.
(3) The dataset of LesMiserables is a coappearance network of characters in Les Miserables, which contains 77 nodes and 254 edges.
(4) The dataset of MovieLens is a synthesized recommendation system and virtual community, which is commonly used for social computing. shop id (uniqueness), province, city, city id, area, big cate (the primary classification), big cate id, small cate (the secondary classification), small cate id, service rating, all remarks, very good remarks (5-star review), good remarks (4-star review), common remarks (3-star review), bad remarks (2-star review), and very bad remarks (1-star review).
Comparison Methods. NMFOSC [16] presents an approach to community detection that utilizes a nonnegative matrix factorization model to divide overlapping communities from networks. RNM [17] is a local expansion method based on rough neighborhood. CPM [18] greedily expands natural communities of seeds until the whole graph is covered by using a local fitness function. EdgeB-Cluster [19] bundles similar edges, adjusts the locations of nodes to optimize the visualized output of the graph and analyzes networks from a community level. Through the analysis of a consumption object in a certain region in the e-commerce platform, it was found that the number of positive comments is very large. This is because there is a phenomenon of deliberately increasing the number of good comments to improve the store's reputation, which results in the presence of too many good comments. On the contrary, the numbers of neutral and negative comments are relatively reasonable, and few of these comments are intentionally added or deleted, so they are convincing. Based on the above factors, the authors of this paper did not analyze the quantity of positive comments and only considered the quantity of neutral and negative comments. Through experimental verification of the quality of the neutral and negative comments, it was found that the data is authentic and abundant, and enough to describe the object to be tested. Figure 3 shows the distribution of positive and negative comments. The nodes in the insufficient and controversial areas do not provide valuable information for subsequent analysis, so they were removed. It can be seen that there are more positive nodes than negative ones, and the difference between them is large. It is important to note that although the nodes in the negative area represent that the user's comments are negative, they still provide useful knowledge about consumption trends that cannot be removed. Figure 3 shows the regional analysis results while Figure 4 shows the overall analysis results. Figure 4 is the visual output of the results generated by the algorithm. Figure 4(a) shows the distribution of nodes, and the colors of nodes indicate the heat of different consumption objects. The darker a node color is, the more attention the node received. Figure 4 (b) is a heat map of a center node, and the black node is the center node. Figure 4(b) shows that there is a certain correlation between the central node and a large number of other nodes, indicating that there are many high correlations between different consumer groups. Thus, the characteristics of consumption objects can be further analyzed based on the relationships between consumers and commodities. Figure 5 depicts the distribution of different consumption objects. In this case, the node with a ratio of more than 0.6 is regarded as a popular consumption node while a node with a ratio of less than or equal to 0.6 is regarded as an unpopular consumption node. Of course, if the ratio threshold is lowered, then additional nodes will be divided into popular consumption areas. It can be seen from Figure 5 that most nodes belong to the nonhot field, which is in-line with the actual situation. Figure 6 (a) depicts the characteristics of nodes that were divided into two categories to describe different consumption heat (some representative nodes are extracted). It can be seen that the characteristics of nodes in different categories vary greatly. Figure 6 (b) describes the closeness centrality distribution of the nodes belong to the same category. This shows that the node locations have normal distribution, so the similarity between the nodes in the same category is very high. That is to say, the classification is reasonable.
For the purpose of analyzing the experimental results, the following measurement parameters are used [20] C(e) denote the category and the cluster of an item e. e is a cluster with n items belonging to the same category and is a cluster merging n items from unary categories. FB is a comprehensive measure of MP and MR, and the algorithm is FB=MP×MR×2/(MP+MR). Table 1 proves the validity and feasibility of the algorithm. The numbers in italic indicate the highest value of the same parameter in each row. Table 1 displays a comparison of the algorithm proposed in this paper to other similar algorithms. The datasets Karate Club, Dolphin, LesMiserables, and MovieLens are used to prove the performance of the algorithms in structural analysis. The EP dataset is used to prove the performance of e-commerce data analysis. It is found that EC-Structure performs better than other algorithms and performs stably with different data sets. The main reasons for which EC-Structure is superior to other algorithms are that (1) it reduces the influence of erroneous e-business platform data on the algorithm, (2) it increases the consumption coefficient as a parameter with which to measure the proportions of different consumption objects, and (3) the coefficient COR can help researchers accurately judge changes in consumption structures. Therefore, the operation effect of this algorithm is effective.
Conclusion
Research on consumer behavior can be made by extracting and analyzing useful information from a large amount of incomplete, vague, and random consumer behavior data. The algorithm proposed in this paper builds consumption structures and a consumption upgrading model based on the data from e-commerce platforms to analyze whether consumption upgrading occurred. The results of the experiment verified the implementation efficacy and analysis accuracy of the algorithm. It was found that the algorithm is effective. The implementation efficacy of the proposed algorithm is superior to those of other algorithms, and it runs stably with different datasets.
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